Dr Alistair Fildes
Procedural Justice skills in a CT Stop and Search environment
Demonstrating Procedural Justice Policing

- Checklists
- Unconscious bias training
- Skills
CT Stop & Search environment

Procedural Justice barriers
- Legacy issues
- Nature of risk to police and public
- Nature of police-subject interaction
- Social media
‘It’s a bit difficult to be neutral when you know someone has tried to kill you’
Skills development

- Queensland Police Service - police negotiation skills and communication skills (Fildes & Thompson 2016 – ANZSEBP Police Science vol.1 (2))

- Review of police training materials for response & specialist officers

- Observations of S&S encounters and BWV review

- Interviews with local politicians and community members

- ‘Verbal judo’
Skills delivery

- Know your audience and use their language
- Training techniques – videos, modelling, roleplays
- Trainer credibility
- BWV evaluation